
Description

The FL525 electromagnetic flow sensors are highly reliable and easy to assemble. 
The great advantage of those sensors, is that they have no bearings or moving 
parts that can wear out or interrupt the measurement even with dirty water.
The sensor produces an electromagnetic field in the lower part which generates 
an electrical voltage when the liquid passes. This is converted into a frequency 
signal proportional to the flow.
Upon request, the meter can be connected to a pulse / current converter that 
transforms the pulses into a 4-20mA output, or to a pulse / current converter also 
equipped with a digital display (totalizer + instantaneous flow).
The converter (with or without display) can be mounted via brackets to the wall or 
directly on the meter. This choice must be specified at the time of the order.
Every sensor is provided with a calibration certificate that attests the results of 
the test performed and all electromechanical features.
Manual read out with DATAVIEW.
Automatic read out with MINILOG, MYLOG.
Readout units with NATUN.

Applications

Measurement of flows in tubes.
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FL545
Insertion electromagnetic 

flow meter
Tube size 1”-12”

Technical features

Ouput
Supply
Consumption
Accuracy
Max pressure

Model FL545-01-XX*
Range

Liquid temperature
Environment temperature

Wall mounted display with 4-20mA output FL505-DS-WL
Accessories

FL505-DS-SESensor mounted display with 4-20mA output
FL505-CO-WLWall mounted 4-20mA converter

FL545-02-XX* FL545-03-XX*

13.8 bar

Freq. square wave opto isolated 500Hz 20ft / sec
12-24Vcc

40-250mA

-17 ÷ +72°C

0.08-6.09 m/sec

±1%

0 ÷ +93°C

FL505-CO-SESensor mounted 4-20mA converter

Min conductivity 20μS

Material
Stainless Steel AISI 316 Brass PVC

Aluminum
Hastelloy

Sensor
Casing
Electrode

Dimensions** 100 x 100 x H mm
Weight 0.9Kg

Flow in m3/h
Diameter
Minimum
Maximum

3”
1.40

99.93

4” 6” 8” 10”
2.50 5.68 9.76 15.44
177.8 400 711  1113

12”
22.48
1601

10 bar

0 ÷ +55°C

1”
0.16
11.13

11/2” 2”
0.34 0.61

24.98 44.52

*XX
**H 

-D1 for diameters 1”- 3”;   -D2 for diameters 4” – 10”;   -D3 for diameter 12”
=  1783mm for -D1 ; 2087mm for -D2 ; 2392mm for -D3


